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“ear Sylvia, 

Not until today did I get around to posting the suggestions end corgpections you 
méde in your letter of February 15. They were helpful and included some I wd not 
already picked up. It ism surprising how mucy 1 heve forgotten with my mind trying 
to concentrates on other things. for example, your coment én the clip (under page 
2? in your letter). I am certain I remember testimony about the clip, that it was 
not purchased with the rifle, end recell my own feeling of the time thet here was 
an ebvious lead that should have been followed during the aborted search for the 
source of the emnunition. Yet I cannot recall where or whose testimony. 

“nder pege 32 you refer to having seen no picture of Fritz with the rifle. Remember 
that when it was first found he was et, that time end spot photographed with it but 
only, according to the testimony, after Day had checked for yrints. Cthers also 
testified about this. , 

Under page 51, you are quite right in your com.entpn the cited Hoover testimony. 
I should not have le’t it out. Sgme explanstion, #@nd some Comission and stef?! 

“ith reference to Cherlie Virginie Davis (pege 76 }. Thesis the name by which the 
Comsission’s editor identified her, if not the officiel reporter. See 6H454. 

in your discussion of page 81, the nemes you list ere those who searched the 
-aine residence 11/22. There were two BI agents the next day, with Stovall end 
Kose. I was being kind to them, from the testimony, in seying they were only 
present. See 7H1897) \_-: 

about the photos, I can imsgine s guy like Uswald having them made for the kind of 
pérticular purpose he might have hed in mind. I do not kmow. It is hard to believe 
they could have been feked, although it could have been done. I felt that for my 
purposes it was best to teke it and vley it streight. The Comuaission said there was 
but the single negetive. There were both. Ses Stovall 7H194 and Rose THe51. Hach 
swore they got both. ‘hen considered with the Comission not taking note and not 
looking into the absence of the cemera in the inventories of whet Was seized, 1 
believe it demages them quite seriously. Attecking the genuineness of the negatives, 
on the other hand, was risky, and I could see but little more to be gained. 

Page 142. I could not find whet you were referring to in the part of CR 2003 cited, 
pp.252-254, but I'd like very much to ses what ysu were talking about. 

Sean you give me the citation for your note on 146, the Clements-DeBrueys interview 
with Sogard? Did you notice when be Prueys, who seems to heve been the FBI's Cuban 
expert in “ew Orleans, first showed un in Dallas’ A remerkeble coincidence, end 
ecually remarkable tha t}with the Csweld-Cubsn refugee story, he wes not used to 
question “svald.



Pege 156~ 1 eould not find whet you vere referring to. 

There is nothing new, yet there may be. I will sit hard on my own hopes and not 
unduly raise yours, but I have indications of interest in three European countries. 
I have also learned thet Lane's book is on the Boedley~“ead Spring list, which 
pro bably mesns “une publication, i have heard nothing more about it since I mention~ 
ed to you what I had earlier heard, thet a comission of British historians was 
going over it to remove error. + hope they hed the requisite knowledge. and I hope 
if Trevor-Roper was one, he does better by Lene then he did by himself. 

This brings to mind a rether odd thing: Collins had my book examine: by 8 men with 
exactly the same neme as Trevor-Roper's severest critic -Sparrow. Rather an odd 
way of making en impartiel determination, isn't it% 

Dia I every ask you if the Cswala autopsy cherts sre in the 26 volumes, or 
Tippit's autopsy, with or without charts, or even a decent medicel report on him? 
I do not ow recell any, and there is the Gissgreement between the police and the 
Report counting of the wounds and epparently between the police and the police 
versions of the seriousness of each. 

The OBS footage from the BBC drematization, short es it Wes,interested me very 
much because they were not sble to faithfully re-enact the shooting! They had to 
heve the actor shoot slmost directly ahead! They also felt it necessary to take 
other drematic liberties with the Report's account. 

I have finally had an answer from Collier in which he insists that his actual 
costs will be higher then the prices he quoted and carefully avoiding any refersnce 
to the number of books he is talking about. Even if his figures sre not inflated, 
he hes included a gusrantee of his normal profit for himself, 1 replied telling him 
itd be in touch 8s soon as I heard, either wey, and to date 1 have not. 

anything new from Ramparts, or snywhere else; Did you see whet i did not but was 
reported to me, an item in the ‘ew York Reviews saying there were two books due to 
come out. Some time ago, ~ heard there wes someone neme/fNewnan on the alisnight 
“CR yak who was supposedly writing one. “OR did not reply. 

Sincerely, 

L.


